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“Who killed Olde Reed?”

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: YOU did. You bastard.
HANNAH LOONEY:  Like most olde things, Olde Reed died from a combination of 
pneumonia and disillusionment
EMMA RENNIE: The Bon Appetit n00b who started the fire. RIP dearest Kommons.
SAM SEXTON: James Bradley Johnson (age 34, 5’11’’, caucasian, brown hair) shot 
Olde Reed in the chest behind the MLL in 2011.
BRIAN CLICK: The first person to unironically use the phrase “Olde Reed”.

        A shocking revelation came to light this past Friday afternoon when Richard Wad-
dlesworth, a 35-year-old Reed still residing in the Portland area, announced that the nasty 
illness that’s been going around campus every winter for the past 13 years is actually a viral 
strain he created as part of  his senior thesis, which was purportedly completed in 2001. 

        “I whipped it up in about three hours in the Bio lab the fall of  my senior year,” said 
Waddlesworth, smirking proudly. “It was simple--I just mixed together the common cold, 
a moderate-to-severe strain of  influenza, and a potent serotonin antagonist, and voila! A 
perfect non-fatal malady for the masses!”

         When I asked him why, exactly, he chose to flout the honor principle by creating such 
a vicious disease, Waddlesworth, whose full name can be collectively shortened to “Dick 
Wad,” just chuckled. 

        “It made a great thesis project,” he said.

        So scientifically valuable was the resultant thesis research, in fact, that the Biology 
Department made Dick Wad a deal: “They said if  I stayed on at Reed to continue my study, 
they’d provide me with a Wimbledon apartment,  a small monthly stipend, and immunity 
from all the honor cases against me. Wowza!”

        Thirteen years later, the plague lives on, and Waddlesworth’s data has grown quite 
robust. “Non-Bio-majors like you wouldn’t understand, of  course,” he said when this Pam-
phlette reporter asked him for more details. “but I’m basically studying the spread, severity, 
and social/academic impact of  each year’s plague on campus. So far, it seems to be getting 
worse every year, and I have my fingers crossed that that trend will continue.”

        I asked Waddlesworth whether he had any regrets, and he appeared baffled by the very 
idea. “Of  course not,” he said. “Y’all deserve it, anyway. Guilt is for the weak.”

By HL

        In a bizarre series of  press conferences and interviews last week, many Republicans 
in the Senate and House of  Representatives argued that people exaggerate when they say it 
would be “disastrous” if  every person in America were to chop off  both of  their thumbs.

        “I think the White House is fear-mongering a bit on this one,” Senator Rand Paul said 
when asked about it on CNN.  “I mean, it wouldn’t be great, but let’s really think about 
this.  Giraffes don’t have thumbs.  Clownfish don’t have thumbs.  Heck, even bald eagles, 
the most American animals there are, don’t have thumbs.  To say that we shouldn’t all chop 
off  our thumbs is going a little far.”

        “It wouldn’t be that bad,” Representative Ted Yoho said at a press conference.  “If  
anything, losing our thumbs would probably make people around the world trust us more 
with tasks such as catching balls, giving a thumbs-up, and writing with pens and pencils.  
Thumbs have been a crutch for America for far too long.  I give them two thumbs down.”

        These comments follow the threats of  Republicans in congress to not pay the thumb 
tribute, the annual sacrifice of  an unopened pickle-jar to the black flames of  the thumb 
goblins.  Experts worldwide believe that failure to pay the thumb tribute would result in 
the thumb goblins rising from below and forcibly removing the thumbs of  every Ameri-
can, and despite Secretary of  the Treasury and Thumbs Jack Lew’s pleas to not destroy 
America’s hands, Republicans show no signs of  relenting.

“Ohh, my GOODNESS!”: 
The Tragedy of The Commons 

By SS

Beer Garden Exceeds Legal
Smugness Limits

“Reed Plague” Actually Just 
Longitudnal Biology Study

        Like most ethnic holidays celebrated by Americans solely for their, shall we say, intoxi-
cating atmosphere, Oktoberfest was especially festive this year at Reed.  Die Feier kicked 
off  Friday with the annual Beer Garden, funded by the student group Beer Nation [sic, yes, 
that is their name].  The group was able to bankroll the convivial party with a combination 
of  Student Body funds and leftover tuition from the early dropouts.  The fences went up 
around Commons, and the booze began flowing like the Danube. 

      But after several hours, underage students noticed that something was amiss.  “It’s 
worse than last year,” said Thomas Totaler, a sophomore who spent his freshman year 
scrounging for half-empty PBRs littering the campus.  “I can’t see them, but I know they’re 
laughing at me.  Not at the underclassmen in general, me.  Just me.”  His hands were 
trembling and bloodied from trying to tunnel under the fences caging in the sweet, sweet 
torrent of  free beer.  Several students attempted to scale the fence but were booed and 
mocked into submission and sprayed with industrial whale cleaning hoses, donated by the 
PSU marine biology department under the shadiest of  circumstances.  The empty bottles 
were filled with Roman candles and launched over the fence into underage civilian territory.  
A blitzed senior staggered out of  the Garden of  all Earthly Delights, reportedly chanting 
“Make Beer, not Beer!”  No one could decode this cryptic comment.  

        When the Garden shut down at 4 AM (it is not culturally acceptable to drink in the 
early morning, I discovered at my job, place of  worship, and early classes), several mendi-
cants pleaded with diplomats from Beer Nation, the nation of  Beer, for concessions.  They 
were scoffed at and offered bottles of  O’Doul’s, upon which they began lapping up Saint 
Pauli Girl from puddles in the grass.  FEMA is planning an airdrop of  wine and spirits into 
the trenches of  the neutral freshman zone, flying over vicious senior lines to give thirst-
quenching aid.  Pour a glass out for FEMA, 21 year-olds.  No, not into your mouth.   

By ECThe face of  a man about to lose both thumbs.

        Let us take a moment to mourn the loss of  our beloved dining hall. Commons 
tragically burned to the ground in an unstoppable blaze of  flames late Saturday morning. 
Fortunately, everyone evacuated the building quickly. There were no casualties, save for a 
few nasty burns on Bon Appetit employee Kyle Selznick’s left arm. 

        “It all happened so fast,” recalls Selznick, who began work as an assistant chef  merely 
three weeks ago. “I turned on the stove at the Daily Planet station, and it just, I don’t 
know, caught fire. I didn’t know how to safely clean the grease, so I ran to get help from a 
supervisor, but when I got back it was spreading too quickly… I think that’s about when 
the alarms went off. It’s all kind of  a blur…”

        The alarm alerted many half-asleep and confused students to leave the building. 
Several dishonorable assholes took their dishes out with them with no intention of  ever 
bringing them back, but it’s just as well, because there’s nowhere to bring them back now… 
*sniffle* Sorry guys, but those plates have real sentimental value now.

        A parade of  fire trucks swiftly arrived at the scene, but sadly it was already too late. 
The flames had spread to the wooden ceiling of  the dining area, and the firepersons were 
unable to prevent our treasured Commons from reducing to a common pile of  rubble 
and ashes. (I guess they couldn’t stand the heat and had to get out of  the kitchen. Hahaha. 
Sorry.) The rest of  the GCC building survived the blaze, but the loss of  Commons leaves 
a striking hole in the center of  campus and in the center of  college students’ desperate 
dependence on food and drink.

        “This comes as a deep, difficult shock to the entire Reed community,” laments Gary 
Granger. “It will take months to reconstruct the dining hall, and in the meantime, students 
will have to survive on coffee from the Paradox, overpriced snacks from Homer’s, and 
maybe some meals from -gasp- off-campus. And our Bon Appetit friends will be out of  
work for a while. This tragedy is hard on everyone.” 

        We will all dearly miss Commons, not only for the locally-grown parsnips, oh-so-
greasylicious stripadillas, and intelligent coffee, but also for the enthusiastic greetings of  
Commons George, the long waits at the grill, and the camaraderie of  enjoying a meal with 
fellow Reedies. Olde Reed is truly dead, and let me tell you, it burns.

Republicans: “No Big Deal” if Every 
American Loses Both Thumbs

By SS

By ER

Pokemon Sucks Up Literally All Money
        Last weekend, the world was rocked by the worst financial disaster in human history.  
On Saturday, every country announced that literally all the money they, their residents, their 
banks, their investors, their bondholders, their corporations, and gold-burying crazy people 
posses had all vanished in the span of  five hours.  Everything had been spent on the new 
Pokémon games, Pokémon X and Pokémon Y.

        “Truly, this is a tragic day in world history,” President Obama told a shocked crowd 
of  journalists.  “But we may at least take solace in the fact that there was nothing we could 
have done to prevent this.  The new Pokémon games just looked too good.  We had to 
jump on this.”

        “The loss of  all capital is but a momentary setback,” said Russian President Vladimir 
Putin, who plans to run an all-ice team and “restore Russia’s rightful place as a domi-
nant power.”  The important thing, Putin maintained, was that “I obtained Pokémon Y, 
and Medvedev obtained Pokémon X.  Russia will not miss out on any version-exclusive 
features.”

        While all the world’s money now technically resides in Japan, due to Nintendo, the 
publisher of  the Pokémon games, being headquartered in Kyoto, the nation remains just as 
cashless as all others, with Nintendo keeping their loot in a massive military compound that 
seemed to spring up overnight.  An anonymous source from within the compound reports 
that “they need all the money for the next step of  Pokémon,” refusing to say more except 
that “they sure are buying a lot of  yellow mice for the bio-engineering lab on floor 5.”

Pictured: The Promised Land


